Stability distribution in the phage lambda-DNA double helix: a correlation between physical and genetic structure.
Statistical analyses on the positional correlation of physical-stability and base-sequence distribution maps with genetic map are made for the whole DNA (48502 bases) of lambda-phage. The susceptibility to a double-helix unfolding perturbation and the fraction of the transient opening of a particular region of the double helix are adopted to define this physical stability. The principal features obtained are: A) The DNA double strand of protein coding regions is found to have homostabilizing propensity around a defined stability which is characteristic to each individual gene. B) The stability of the double helix in non-protein coding region fluctuates, on average over the whole region, more than that in protein coding region. C) Boundary regions of protein coding and non-protein coding regions are regions of high stability-fluctuation. Stability especially fluctuates at the protein-coding-region side of the boundary. Contrary to the quiet feature of the interior part of protein coding region rather noisy part exists at its edge. D) One frequently opening region coincides with the attaching site for the site specific recombination between phage and bacterial DNA. There are two possible ways to explain the noisy feature in the stability distribution in non-protein coding regions: 1) The region has been used as the locus of recombination as evolution took place. Thus DNAs which were homostabilized around a different value characteristic to each individual DNA, have been joined there many times, so that the noise has accumulated as a remnant of evolutional history; and/or 2) the base-composition homogenizing or double-helix homostabilizing mechanism does not work in unneeded region such as non-protein coding region or introns. Since corresponding characteristics have been found in our previous analyses on other viral and globin-gene DNAs, the rules mentioned above may be comprehensively extended to other DNAs.